Ibanez
Digitally Controlled Processor

Ibanez
DCP MODULATION DELAY
All musicians want to be able to recall the exact sound that they want. But, current compact effects don't allow you to do that. Now, the DCP compact effects and DMI 4 make it possible.

The DCP effects may be used individually, or you can run several in series.

Using an external MIDI controller (Keyboard, MIDI Guitar System, etc) will enable you to change program numbers on the DCP effects using the DMI 4 controller.
SED1 30
SED1 CABLE
Cable for SEDI (Small Effect Digital interface), Connect SEDI out of DCP unit to DMI 4 BUS input.

CN404
CONNECTION CABLE
Color connection cable set. 4 inch (10 cm) x 4 pcs.

CN104
CONNECTION CABLE
Color connection cable set. 1-1/4 feet (40 cm) x 4 pcs.

AC109
AC ADAPTER
The AC109 AC adapter is the optional power supply available for all "Power Series" and "DCP" effects. It is a 200 mA regulated power supply that is suggested for extended use situations. NOTE: The use of any AC adapter, other than the AC109 may damage or impede the performance of any "Power Series" and "DCP" effect.

All specifications subject to change without notice or obligation.

DCP4SC
DCP SYSTEM CASE
The case is designed for DMI 4 system.